LESSON 4

Reading Selection

Sorting Solids: Scientists Do It Every Day!
Dr. Michael Wise and Dr. Sorena Sorensen work at
the National Museum of Natural History of the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.
They are geologists—scientists who study rocks
and minerals.
The mineral and rock collection at the
Smithsonian includes more than 380,000 pieces.
Some are almost too small to see. Some are as big
as a buffalo.
All rocks and minerals are solids. In fact, one
mineral, the diamond, is the hardest solid on
earth. Have you ever found a rock or mineral and
wondered what kind it was?
Just like the solids you have been exploring in
science class, rocks and minerals can be described
and sorted by their properties. Sorting rocks and
minerals is a big job, because there are hundreds
of different types. Geologists like Dr. Sorensen and
Dr. Wise group rocks and minerals by families.
They call a mineral family a species.
How do geologists sort minerals? They observe
their properties. They often use a magnifying lens
or microscope. Sometimes they do tests on
the minerals.
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According to Dr. Sorensen, some of the rocks in the museum’s
collection are nearly 4 billion years old!
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One property of solids—color—can be tricky. This is
because the same mineral can come in many colors.
For example, the mineral quartz can be pink,
purple, brown, or yellow. Sometimes it is as clear as
ice. You can’t identify a mineral just by its color.
What property do you think Dr. Wise and Dr.
Sorensen find most helpful? It’s one that you have
explored in class.
If you said shape, you are right! Each mineral
family, or species, has its own shape.
Even though quartz is found in many colors, it
always has the same shape. Quartz always has six
sides. Some minerals have a cube shape. The
shape of a mineral is always the same because the
tiny, tiny particles that make up each mineral are
always arranged in the same pattern.
So, when Dr. Sorensen and Dr. Wise begin to
identify a mineral, they look at its shape. How
many sides does it have? Is the mineral long and
thin, like a pencil? Or is it round, like a baseball?
Do some of its sides come together in points? By
answering these questions, they can identify a
mineral and sort it into the right species.
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But sometimes the geologists need extra help. They
can’t always see the special shape of the mineral or
the way its tiny particles are arranged, even with a
powerful microscope.
Then Dr. Wise takes the mineral down the hall to a
special kind of X-ray machine. He puts the mineral
on a small shelf inside the machine and takes an
X-ray. The X-ray gives him an “inside view” of the
mineral, just like an X-ray of your arm tells your
doctor whether you broke a bone when you fell off
your bicycle. With the X-ray, Dr. Wise can see how
the tiny particles inside the mineral are arranged.
Then he can identify the mineral.

Sorting minerals with Dr. Wise.
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Dr. Sorensen and Dr. Wise are now working on a
new permanent exhibit in the museum called
“Geology, Gems, and Minerals.” It will have rocks
and minerals from all over the world. One section
will focus just on the shape of minerals.
If your family takes a vacation to Washington, D.C.,
you might want to visit this exhibit. You might even
see Dr. Sorensen or Dr. Wise leading a tour
through the exhibit.
And now that you have learned how geologists sort
minerals, you can explore them on your own. Because
rocks and minerals aren’t just in museums. These
solids are “on display” right in your own backyard!
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